4 MILE
CIRCULAR WALK

Eastling
THE
carpenters
arms

This walk allows you to
explore the beautiful
countryside surrounding
the pretty village of
Eastling, home to the 15th
century Carpenters Arms.
This 4-mile self-guided circular walk
takes you through undulating farmland
and glorious woodlands full of birds and
wildlife. In the spring you’ll be able to
embrace the fresh buds of a new year as
the woodlands come alive with carpets
of bluebells. In summer the air is full of
the heady scent of honeysuckle, while the
woodlands shine again in the autumn as
the trees turn to various shades of gold.

We want to hear
from you!
Share pictures of your walking
experiences online using
#ShepsWalks
Find out more at:
www.shepherdneame.co.uk/walks

INformation

The Carpenters Arms,
Eastling

Distance & Time

This is a moderate walk.
At its lowest point you
will be 191ft above sea
level and at its highest
point you will be 326ft
above sea level. In total
you will ascend 275ft.

A variety of grass
and stony tracks,
agricultural fields,
woodland paths and
country lanes. Boots
are recommended.

Elevation

Paths

4 miles.
Allow 1 ½ hours.

Note
Please note that dogs must be
kept under control at all times
and gates should be left how you
found them. The public footpaths

This walk starts and finishes
at The Carpenters Arms.
Situated in the heart of the
beautiful Kent Downs, it is
the quintessential English
country pub.
www.carpenterseastling.co.uk

should remain as published
here and are generally marked
by small circular markers or
signposts. Please take care of
passing traffic when walking
on country lanes as well as
on all footpaths for trip and
slip hazards. Please be aware that
the landscape is farmed and
is subject to change from
time to time. There are no
stiles along this route.
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Ordnance Survey – Explorer
149 – Sittingbourne &
Faversham (Isle of Sheppey)
1:25000 Scale.
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From the front of the pub, walk down the lane opposite (Kettle Hill Road). Along this lane on your left
you’ll see the tall Eastling village signpost and on your right, you’ll pass Eastling Manor. Continue walking
for approximately 200 metres passing the entrance to Divan Court on your left before turning left into the
entrance for Eastling Church car park. Here you will see a green footpath marker sign, pointing towards the church.
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When you reach the end of the gravel car park, turn right and head through the small
wooden gate marked with a small circular yellow footpath marker sign, where you’ll
come out onto a tarmac driveway. Follow the driveway round to your left, keeping
the flint wall of the churchyard on your left. Look out for a gap in the beech hedge
on your right, again with a small yellow circular footpath marker sign. Go through the gap
and follow the gravel pathway, with a hedge to either side, and cross a small wooden
footbridge. You’ll come out into a field. Turn immediately left and follow the edge of the
field, keeping a wooden fence on your left. When you reach the end of the wooden fence
turn right and follow the edge of the field, keeping a hedgerow to your left into woodland.
Over to your left, on a clear day, you’ll be able to see the coast at Whitstable.
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Follow the woodland path as it heads downhill then bears round to the right. After approximately
50 metres the path turns to your left and heads downhill to a wooden gate. Go through the gate
and follow the fenced off pathway to another gate. Go through this gate and continue heading
downhill along a grassy track, with a hedge to either side.

At the end of the hedges, you’ll see a small circular footpath marker sign on a post. Continue heading in
the same direction into woodland, where you’ll come to a well-defined bridleway. Turn left and follow the
bridleway through woodland. Walk approximately 500 metres along this track, ignoring a track on your
right, until you reach a crossroads of tracks marked by a post with three small blue circular public bridleway
signs. Turn left here and follow the wide enclosed track out of the woodland then uphill. Ignore a crossroads of
entrances into fields on your right and left halfway up the hill.
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After a short distance the track/roadway bends round to the left towards metal gates leading to a
farmyard (marked North Court Farm on the map). At this bend, ahead of you, you’ll see a wooden
telegraph pole with a small circular footpath marker. Here, take the footpath right and follow the edge of
the field as it bears round to the left. Continue following the edge of the field, passing scrubland on your right.
Just past the scrubland, head away from the edge of the field and bear right where you’ll come to a road. Here
you’ll find several large concrete barrels at the footpath entrance.
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Take care as you turn left and walk along the road for a short distance before taking the quiet country
lane on your right. Follow this quiet lane for approximately 300 metres until the road bends sharply
to the right. You’ll notice a footpath marker sign on the wooden telegraph post here marking footpath
ZR369. Here, take the footpath left walking across the field towards woodland and a wind pump ahead of you.
As you walk across this field, on your right you can see polytunnels housing cherry orchards, synonymous with
The Garden of England.
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As you reach the woodland you’ll see a wooden footpath marker post with a small circular footpath
marker. Walk into the woodland, where you’ll find a well-defined track again with a wooden footpath
marker post. Turn right and follow the well-defined path through woodland heading slightly downhill.
When you reach another wooden footpath marker post take the footpath as it bears round to the right. The
path takes you to the edge of woodland where you’ll find another wooden footpath marker sign. Continue to
follow the footpath as it takes you back into woodland and begins to head downhill to a crossroad of paths. Here
continue walking in the same direction along an enclosed fenced path. The fences come to an end and you’ll
emerge from woodland out into scrubland. Follow the path as it heads uphill where eventually you’ll emerge onto
a quiet country lane. There is a footpath marker post here marking path ZR343/ZR344.
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When you reach the end of the hedged track continue heading towards a cottage ahead
of you. Follow the well-defined footpath, keeping the property to your right-hand side and
open farmland to your left.

Turn right and walk approximately 200 metres along Newnham Lane. You’ll pass the
entrance to Lady’s Wood on your right. Shortly after this, turn left into the entrance of a
field, where you’ll see a small wooden gate and footpath marker sign (ZR345). Go through
the gate and turn right, heading along the edge of the field, keeping a fenced off wooded area on
your right. Go through the small wooden gate, next to a large metal gate into the next field and
bear right again heading for another small wooden gate, next to a large metal gate. Go through
this gate into another field and head diagonally across the field for approximately 100 metres
to the corner of woodland. To your right you’ll notice houses in the village of Newnham. Ahead
you’ll see another wooden gate next to a large metal gate, with a small circular footpath marker.
Go through the small gate and follow the track towards a quiet country lane.
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When you reach the road turn immediately left into the field, where you’ll notice a footpath marker sign
(ZR345). Go through the metal barrier and bear right, crossing the field for approximately 500 metres.
The footpath takes you underneath some overhead power lines. When you reach the field, turn left and
walk along the edge of the field until you reach a gap into woodland on your right.

Follow the well-defined footpath through woodland as you head slightly uphill. When you reach the
edge of the woodland, you’ll find a wooden footpath marker post. Continue to head in the same
direction across farmland towards a house ahead of you. At the edge of the field, you’ll find another
wooden footpath marker sign. Turn right, following the footpath around the outskirts of the property,
You’ll come out onto a man-made roadway/track. Turn left and continue to follow the track passing several
properties on your left and a large farm building on your right. You’ll eventually pass Tong Court Farm house
on your right before emerging onto a road. Here, turn left and walk along the pavement for approximately 400
metres passing properties as you enter Eastling, before reaching The Carpenters Arms.
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